ONE LAST THING BEFORE
TYING THE KNOT
Same-sex marriages can now take place, which is wonderful news for tens
of thousands of Australians. You’ve fought long and hard for marriage
equality, but there’s one more thing you need to do before tying the knot:
revisit your estate planning.

Did you know that marriage invalidates your existing Will?
That’s right – your existing Will (and your partner’s), which may have been carefully prepared years ago to
reflect your intentions, becomes null and void the moment you get married.
Think about what this might mean for you and your partner…
Whether you’ve been together for months, or even decades, the law will kick in to determine who gets your
estate, and it follows a clear but inflexible set of rules in all cases. What this usually means is that the outcome
won’t be as you intended, especially if your current Wills make careful arrangements for your partner and other
loved ones (for example, children from previous relationships, or adopted children with your partner) for when
you both ultimately pass away.
The outcomes can change drastically depending on who survives! Think about your own circumstances, and
what might happen with your combined estates depending on whether you or your partner die first, and where
both of you have no valid Wills in place:
Depending on who dies first, your own family or your partner’s family could be left with nothing…
…Or those people you didn’t want to receive your estates, may suddenly become entitled to it.
All completely unintended of course, but the simple act of marriage can create devastating consequences for
your estates if not properly managed.
But there’s an easy way to give yourself peace of mind. And it takes one step: simply book a free review with
us. We can even do it over the phone. Find out more about our free telephone review service here. It takes
seconds to book online. Or, you can choose to arrange a full consultation with us, which is also free.
Our estate planning health check contains some useful information for you to consider as part of your
review or consultation.
If you don’t have a Will in place and are contemplating doing so, then this Information Sheet will assist
you to understand why a proper estate plan is critical.
And if you don’t believe you need a Will, or you feel your circumstances are straight-forward enough,
then we invite you to read this Article.
At Hamilton Blackstone Lawyers, every document we prepare is the product of a carefully
considered consultation process, where we invest the time to identify your needs and
understand your requirements. And to get to know you and what makes you tick.
We'll also get you thinking about things you hadn't considered previously.
We’re experts.
Allow us to demonstrate why we’re the answer to your
estate planning needs.
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